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suMMARY
In order to provide detailed wing-load-distributiondata to high
angles of attack, semispan pressure-distributionmodels of triangular
and rectangular plan forms were tested initially at Mach numbers 1.45
and 1.97. The results of these tests were presented in NACARM A54D19.
The present report present+ the results of tests on the same models
conducted at Mach number 2.46 within the angle-of-attackrange of 0°
to 50° and at Mach number 3.36 within the angle-of-attackrange of 0°
to 45°. The tests were made at Reynolds numbers of o.26xMY3per inch
and 0.44xl@ per inch for Mach number 2.46 and at Reynolds number of
0.8%L06 per inch for Mach number 3.36.
Data were obtained on five models. The three basic models W&e
two triangular wings of aspect ratios 2 and 4 and one rectangular wing
of aspect ratio 2, all having thickened root sections, a structural
feature generally required for supersonic all-movable wings. To evalu-
ate the possible aerodynamic penalty of thickening the root sections,
two other aspect-ratio-2models, identical to two of the basic models
but without thickened root sections, were tested.
The triangular wings showed a tendency towsrd uniform loading for
angles of attack up to 40°. Thus, as the angle was increased, the
center of pressure moved towsrd the centroid of area. The pressure
distribution in the two-dimensional flow region of the rectangular wing
was in fair accord with the values given by shock-expansiontheory up
to the angle of shock detachment. The presence of thickened root sections
on the wings had little effect on the centers of pressure and normal-
force coefficients. Reynolds number effects were negligible in the angle-
of-attack range of 0° to 30°0
.—
2INTRODUCTION
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Since wings and controls for supersonic interceptor aircraft
maneuvering at high altitudes are required to operate over a wide range
of angles of attack, information is required..onwing-load distribution
at large as well as small angles of attack. Unfortunately, available
theory on the aerodynamic behavior of wing and wing-body configurations
at supersonic speeds is restricted to cases,wher.athe angle of attack
is small. Detailed pressure-distributiondata on wing-body components
available in the literature (e.g., refs. 1 to 3) are also generally
limited to small angles of attack. Little data are available for high
angles of attack at supersonic speeds, particularly for wing-body models
with variable-incidencewings. In an effort to provide the needed
information, a progrsm has been initiated to measure pressure distribu-
tions through a wide range of angles of attack, both on wing-body combi-
nations and on the components (wing and body). It is hoped that the
data obtained will not only provide needed design information,but will
also point the way for developmentof theories applicable over a wide .
range of angles of attack.
Five low-aspect-ratiowings of triangular and rectangular plan form
were chosen for the initial experimental investigation. Pressure distri-
butions on these wings through a wide range of angles of attack at Mach
numbers of 1.45 and 1.97 were presented in reference 4. The prese:t
report presents similar data for Mach numbersof 2.46 and 3.36. Speci-
fically, the data are presented in the form of: (1) tabulated pressure
coeffi&nts, (2) span~load-distribution
(3) au--s of normal force as a function
curves of--center-of-pressureposition as
NOTATION
A wing aspect ratio
curves for each angle of attack,
of angle of ’attack,and (4)
a function of angle of attack.
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span loading
u~
coefficient, in.
free-stresmMach number
normal force, lb
pressure coefficient,~
q
orifice static pressure, lb/sq in.
free-stream static pressure, lb/sq in.
reference static pressure, lb/sq in.
free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq in.
Reynolds number, per in.
wing semispan, in.
wing area, in.=
wing (Subscript denotes model.)
chordwise distance from leading edge at spanwise distance y, in.
tistance from leading edge to hinge line along root chord, in.
distance from leading edge to wing center of pressure along
root chord, in.
spanwise
distance
angle of
distance from root chord, in.
from root chord to wing center of pressure, in.
attack, deg
APPARATUS
Wind Tunnels
The investigation at M = 2.46 was conducted in the Ames 1- by 3-
foot supersonic wind tunnel No. 1. This single-return, continuous
operation, variable-pressurewind tunnel has a Mach number range of 1.2
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to 2.5. The investigation at M = 3.36 was co-nductedin the Ames 1- by
s
3-foot supersonicwind tunnel No. 2. This intermittent-operation,non-
return, variable-densitytind tunnel has a Mach n~ber range of 1s2 to
4.0. In both tunnels, the Mach number is changed by varying tie contour
u
of flexible plates which comprise the top and bottom walls of the tunnels.
Models
The models and methods of mounti~ are identical to those of ref-
— —
erence 4. The five seurl.spanmodels consisting of three triangular wings
and two rectsmgular wings were constructed of hardened steel. A sketch
identifying the models and a tabulation Qf.their dimensions are presented
in figuxe 1. Two triangular wings (aspect ratios 2 and 4) and one rec-
tangular wing (aspect ratio 2) incorporatedthickened root sections
—
faired to integral hinge shaft extensions, since such thickening is
generally required for supersonic all-movable.ringsto maintain struc-
tural integrity between the comparativelythin wing and a large hinge
shaft. In order to assess the aerodynamic penalty of thickening the
root sections, two of these wings, one triangular ~d one rectangular
both of aspect ratio 2, were duplicated in ph form but had unthickened
l
root sections and were provided with integral mounting flanges at their
root chords. All wing sections in vertical”streamwise planes were modi-
fied biconvex with maximum thickness ratioso$ 5 percent at midchord and
l .
with 50-percent-blunttrailing edges. Tubing was soldered into milled
grooves on one surface of the wings and orifice holes were drilled from
the opposite surface to communicatewith the tubes at locations listed
in table I in terms of spanwise and chordwise positions, y/s and x/c.
The wings were mounted on a boundary-layerplate serving both as
a flow reflection plane and as a means of placing the wings in a region
free of the tunnel-wall boundary layer. The thickened-rootwings were
supported by their hinge shafts which fitted through a bearing in the
boundary-layerplate. A clearance gap of 0.005 to 0.009 inch was allowed
betweenthese models and the boundary-layer,plate “topermit free rotation.
The unthlckened-rootwings were mounted on a turntable in the boundary-
I.ayerplate.
TESTS AN’l)PROCEDURE
Range of Test Vsriables
All models were tested at Mach numbers o~2.~” and 3.36. Although
angles of attack up to 900 were investigated,data are presented for a
more limited range since it was felt that the results at-the higher
angles may be inaccurate due to the effects of interaction between the
—
.,
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plate boundsry layer and ‘theleading-edge shock wave
to the tendency for the umdels to vibrate beyond 600
5
of the wings and
angle of attack.
The maximum angles of attack for which data me presented are therefore
limited to 30° to ~“, depending on the plan form, Wch number, ReWo~*
number, smd”model structural rigidity. me mod- were te$ted at
R= 0.44xl@ per inch and o.26s& per inch at l&ch number 2.46. The
models were tested at only one Reyuolds number (0.85x10eper inch) at
Mch number 3.36.
Reduction of Data
}
Theflocal pressures were reduc&d to the pressure coefficient P
as shown by the following expression:
P=+= ~+- q
where the term (p - Pw)/q is calculated directly from
and (~ - po)/q is obta~ed from a calibration of the
the test data
wind-tunnel air
stream; Calibration of the air stream indicated that the value of
(~ - Po)/~ at M = 2.4-6was ess~tially 0, but that at M = 3.36 it
.
was approximately 0.01.
Chordwise pressure distributionswere integrated for each span
station by a tabular method to give local span loading coefficient
CCn and local center of pressure z/c. The absence of orfiices at the
leading and trailing edges of the wings required extrapolations of the
pressure distribution to these points. Linear extrapolationswere used,
based, respectively, on the pressures measured at the first two and last
two orifices of each span station. The spanwise load distributionswere
similarly integrated to give total load CN and center-of-pressureloca-
tion ~/cr and ~/s. The span loadings beyond the most outbosrd station
of the models were approximated by assuming a parabolic load distribution
tangent to the slope passing through the loading of the last two out.
board stations and falling to zero at the tip.
Validity of Data
The validity of the data is affectedly measuring accuracy and to
an undetermined extent, at the highest angles of attack, by plate-
boundary-layer interference. The slight variations from constant test
conditions and inaccuracies in setting the model angle of attack caused
a probable error of less than iO.02 in the pressure coefficients at both
Mach numbers. The effect of the boundary-layer plate on the semispan
models was discussed in reference 4 wherein it was noted that the root-
chord pressure distribution of the unthickened-rootrectangular wing
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compared well with those predicted by shock-expansiontheory at Mach #
numbers 1.45 and 1.97. Good agreement indicated that the boundary-layer
plate had little effect at the root chord b-elowthe angle of shock
-.
detachment. The pressure distribution at the most inboard spanwise
.
station y/s = 0.025 was also in good agreement with theory below the
angle of shock detachment for Mach numbers 2.46 and 3.36. The only
consistent indication of.boundary-layer-plateeffects was evident in the
case of the aspect-ratio-4 triangular wing when tested at Mach number
.
2.46 for angles of attack above 25 . A reduction of about eight percent
in the span loading at the root chord occurred when the Re~”olds number
.-
was reduced from 0.44x108 per inch to 0.26XL08per inch. It is not clear
—
why the other plan forms do not show correspondingReynolds number effects
atothe root chord. “The accuracy of the dataofor angles of attack above
M , and those for wing 2 at angles above 25 at Reynolds number 0.26x108 ‘-
per inch, are subject to some uncertainty.
RESULTS
Tabulations of pressure coefficientsare presented for the models
at M = 2.46 for R = 0.44x108 per inch and at M = 3.36 for R = 0.85x108 .-
per inch in tables I(a) to I(j). The contributionsto the loading and
to center of pressure for each spanwise station are presented in tables
II(a) to II(j) for both upper and lower wing surfaces.
.
Summarized in *
tables II for each wing are also the normal-force coefficients,the
center-of-pressurelocations, and moment coefficientsabout the wing
centroid of area. Figures 2 to 6 present plots of span loading coeffi-
cients, normal-force coefficients,and the center-of-pressurepositions
.—
for each wing. Data taken at R = 0.26~oe-per inch at M = 2.46 tie
shown on these plots for comparison. Plotted on part (b) of figures .
2 to 6 are also the values for the normal-force coefficientsas predicted
by linear theory.
DISCUSSION
Angle-of-AttackEffects
It was noted in reference 4 that all five wings tested at Mach
numbers 1.45and 1.97 tended toward a uniform loading with increasing
angle of attack. This was also found to be the case for the loadings
on the same wings at the higher Mach numbers of tie.present test up
to the angle of attack of 40°. However, on all wings tested beyond 40°,
the pressures on the root chord decreased soiiewhatwith a consequent
movement of the center-of-presswe position outward and toward the
trailing edge. This phenomenon is believed to be the result of inter-
ference between the bow shock and the plate boundary layer. The rec-
tangular wing data are in fair accord with shock-expansiontheory in
the two-dimensi.on&lflow region up to the an@e of shock detachment
.-
(fig.‘7) .
MMi31it= .
Mach Number Effects
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On the basis of the data of the present report and of reference 4,
wherein data on the same models were presented for M = 1.45 and 1.97,
the following Mach number effects were evident. As would be expected
the normal-force curve slope at low angles decreased with increasing
Wch numbers for all wings. Comparison of the normal-force curves for
a given wing in all cases shows that at the lowest Mach number the
normal-force curve tends to be convex, resulting in lower normal-force
curve slopes at high angles of attack; whereas with increasing Mach
number, the normal-force curve tended to become concave, resulting in
high= slopes at high angles of attack.
7
No large effect of Mach number on the center-of-pressureposition
was noted. For the triangular wing of aspect ratio 2, in the moderate
angle-of-attackrange of 3° to 25°, the center-of-pressureposition
moved slightly forward (0.03cr) with increasing Mach number while above
25° there was no consistent Mach number effect. In the case of the
rectangular wing and of the aspect-ratio-4 triangular wing, the predomi.
.
nant effect of increasing Mach number was to decrease the spanwise vari-
ation with angle of attack of the center-of-pressureposition.
.
Effects of Thickened Root
In reference 4, it was noted that at M = 1.45 the span loading was
not affected by the thickened root for either wing. The center-of-
pressure position of the rectangular wing moved O.Olcr forward due to
the presence of the thickened root section while that of the triangular
wing was unaffected. At M = 1.97 the root-chord loadings of both wings
were reduced by the presence of the thickened root so that the total
normal force was reduced by 5 percent in the lower range of angles of
attack (3° to 17.5°) and by less than 2 percent above 17.7°. The center-
of-pressure position of the rectangular wing was again moved O.Olcr
forward while that of the triangulsx wing was unaffected by the presence
of the thickened root section.
The effect of thickening the root-chord section at the higher Mach
numbers of the present test can be seen by comparing figures 2 and 5 for
the aspect-ratio-2 triangular wings and figures k and 6 for the rectangu-
larwings. At M= 2.46, the span loading of the rectangular wing was
negligibly affected by the thickened root chord up to 30° angle of attack.
Above 30 the umthickened-rootwing had unexpectedly higher chord loading
at the tip, giving total normal forces 3 to 4 percent higher than those
of the thickene&root wing at both Reynolds numbers. Re-exa?ninationof
l the corresponding data of ref. 4 for this wing at M . 1.97 revealed
smaller but similar effects. This anomalous behavior suggested the
.
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possibility that the aeroelastic properties of the two wings differed to .
a sufficient degree to give different aerodynamic loadings at the tips.
The two wings were accordingly bench loaded with approximately the same
load distributionas under the tunnel test conditions. NO important
difference between the tip deflections was noted. No adequate explana-
tion of the change in the pressures near the wing tip which accompanied
thickening the root chord has been found. For the tris,nguw ~ at
M = 2.46, the thickened root caused a loss of loading at the root chord
giving a 1.5 percent lower total normal force over the angle-of-attack
range of 6° to 400. At M . 3.36, the thickened root caused a loss in
root chord loading so that a 2.5-percent-normal.forcedecrease occurred
for the triangular wing. The center-of-pressureposition was not signifi-
cantly altered for either plan form.
Effect of Reynolds Number
In the present test the Reyo.oldsnumber was varied only in the tests
conducted at Mach number 2.46. No large or systematic effects of Reynolds
number occurred for all wings tested in the angle-of-attackrange of 0°
tO 25°. Above 25° angle of attack, significantvariations in span load-
ing at the root chord occurred only for wi~ 2. These variations sre--
shown in figure 3(a) where the span loading differences are compared by
the dashed line (R = o.26x1o6 per inch) with the solid line (R = 0.44x106
per inch). This difference in span loading, however, was confined to the
root chord and was probably due to the effects of Reynolds number on’the
plate boundary layer.
CONCLUSIONS
In reference 4, semispan pressure-distributionmodels of two
triangular wings of aspect ratios 2 and 4 and one rectsmgular wing of
aspect ratio 2, all with thickened root sections, and a triangular and
rectangular wing, both of aspect ratio 2 without thickened root sections,
were tested over a wide angle-of-attackrange for M= 1.45and M = 1.97.
In the present report, tests on the same wings were conducted at M . 2.46
at angles of attack from O‘to~”andat M= 3.36 at angles of attack
from 00 to 450. Consideration of the results over the total Mach number
range of 1.45 to 3.36 leads to the following conclusions:
1. In the angle-of-attackrange of 0° to 40°, all the wings showed
a tendency toward uniform loading at high angles of attack. ThUf3,with
increasing angle of attack> the jenter ~ressme moved
of area, and span loading curves tended to assume ‘the
plan form.
-..
toward the ~entroid
shape of the wing
T
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—
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2. Thickening the root section caused a somewhat lower root chord
loading on both the rectangular and triangular wings. The effect of
this loading loss on the total normal force was small except at M = 1.97
‘where a 5-percent-normal-forceloss occurred for all plan forms. Thick-
ening the root chord had negligible effect on the center-of-pressureposi-
tion of the triangular wing and caused a slight (O.Olcr) forward shift
of that of the rectangular wing at all Mach numbers.
3* The normal-force curve slope of all wings tested showed an
expected decrease with increasing Mach nunibersat the low angle-of-
a.ttackrange. At the lowest Mach number, the normal-force curve tended
to be convex, resulting in lower normal-force curve slopes at higher
angles; whereas with increasing Mach number, the normal-force curve
slope tended to become concave, resulting in higher slopes at high angles
of attack.
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Moffett Field, Calif., Oct. 32,
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Figure 2.. Aerodynamic characteristics of wing 1.
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Figure 3.. Aerodynamic characteristics of wing 2.
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Figure 4.- Aerodynamic characteristics of wing 3.
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Figure 5.. Aerodynamic characteristics of wing 4.
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Figure 6.. Aerodynamic characteristics of wing 5.
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Figure 7.- Comparison of experimental chordwise pressure distribution
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